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If Quebeckers choose to separate, will Aboriginal peoples in Quebec choose to separate too?

Wouldn't First Nations and Inuit be better off in an independent Quebec, where they could bargain
for special status in a new nation?

Replying to these questions is difficult enough when the history of Canada is colonial and a full dia
logue on Aboriginal sovereignty has never taken place. Moreover, until recently the legal literature has
been largely void of serious consideration of Aboriginal peoples' status and rights, or Aboriginal peo
ples' perspectives on these matters. As a matter of political posturing, Aboriginal reactions to the
Quebec secession plan have been threefold: first, they have emphasized the absence of political partici
pation or agreement with the secessionist agenda; second, they posit a countervailing vision of self
determination of Aboriginal peoples which usually tracks the French Quebeckers claims to sovereignty
in order to demonstrate the double standard; and third, they call upon the federal government for
assurances that they will act to protect Aboriginal peoples' status and rights should a unilateral decla
ration be made.l Because these reactions are formulated in an intense political climate of secession, it is
not surprising that they do not fully reflect the fact that Aboriginal peoples do not want to be forced to
choose between colonial masters: either joining French Quebeckers in secession or somehow staying
with Canada in the federation which has not proven respectful of Aboriginal peoples' sovereignty. The
history and vision of Aboriginal peoples is more complex than the immediate reactions to the seces
sionist strategy would permit us to explore.

Unfortunately, as the debate and process has been premised on sharp choices - either approve full
Quebec sovereignty or not - there is little space for Aboriginal leaders to articulate their vision of their
peoples' self-determination. The confusion is evident to outsiders, although once the colonial context is
clear, it is more understandable. As Mohawk leader Chief Joe Norton of Kanawake (near Montreal)
offers: "I believe in separatism. I believe in Mohawk separatism if there is such a thing as separatism."2
Mohawk traditionalist, Tom Porter, adds to this comment by Chief Norton, questioning whether there
is such a thing as separation: "We are talking about the nationhood that God gave us, nothing else,
because we are the indigenous natural people. We in the East, the Iroquois, we have nothing to do
with Canada's constitution or the American constitution, because the Creator gave us our constitution
over one thousand years ago."3 The Mohawk view is that there is nothing to separate from because
Mohawk sovereignty never owed its existence to any Canadian constitution, statute, resolution or
territorial boundary on a colonial map. Putting the issue before Aboriginal peoples in terms never
accepted in the first instance hardly invites real choices. The Inuit have clearly stated that: "Quebec
cannot decide t~e future of the Inuit."4

The more interesting inquiry, in my view, would be one into how these contending visions of sover
eignty can co-exist, rather than how the Quebec sovereignists jockey for ultimate control over the Abo
riginal peoples. In the intense politics of secession, absolute sovereignty is being sought and Aboriginal
sovereignty is presumed to yield. However, this is regressive, not progressive politics of sovereignty. As
Professors M. Asch and P. Macklem argue in another context:

... the assertion of ... sovereignty over Aboriginal peoples ... ultimately rest[s] on unacceptable notions
about the superiority of European nations. If this is true, unquestioned acceptance of Canadian sovereignty
and a contingent theory of Aboriginal rights does violence to the fundamental principles of justice and
human rights in the modern world, such as the assumed equality of peoples, especially of their ability to

govern themselves, and the· basic rule of a people to self-determination. We believe it abhorrent that ... such
a belief continues to inform political and legal practice in 1991.5
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The Parti Quebecois' more detailed sovereignty platform, Quebec in a New World: The PQ's Plan for
Sovereignty, does not include a specific heading on their policy for relations with Aboriginal peoples.
Instead, Aboriginal peoples are subsumed under the heading "A Pluralist Society." The plan suggests:
"Aboriginal people will have a special place in sovereign Quebec since they were the first inhabitants.
They will have the tools they need to preserve their traditions and affirm their cultures."6 The special
place Aboriginal peoples are presumed to inhabit in the post-secession world is one within the overar
ching sovereignty and "territorial integrity" of the New Republic of Quebec.7 As the draft bill pro
vides, under the heading of "territorial integrity":

Quebec shall retain the boundaries it has within the Canadian confederation at the time section 1 comes
into force. It shall exercise its jurisdiction over the maritime areas and the territories adjoining its coastline
in accordance with the terms and conditions provided by the rules of international law." 8

The present pluralist province of Quebec and the proposed Republic are two seemingly different
worlds. As Grand Chief Coon Come has repeatedly suggested:

My people are extremely wary about exchanging their place in a federal system, with all of the inherent
checks and balances that we have been able to use to advance our status, for a precarious relationship with
a unitary state. If Quebec unilaterally and illegally separates from Canada, this fact of separation will, in
and of itself, constitute a violation of our treaty rights.9

The concern Chief Coon Come expresses about the federalist context versus a unitary state is at least
partially rooted in the shifting appeals by Parti Quebecois members to ethnic and civic roots of their
nationalist movement. While supposedly jettisoning ethnic nationalism for a civic brand, ethnic dis
tinctions and characterizations seem front and centre in the debate. Premier Jacques Parizeau sug
gests that Quebec society is "quite close to being blind to ethnicity" but not "deaf to language."
However, in the continual subjection of minorities (to the numerical majority of French Canadians in
Quebec), it would seem ethnicity is critical in the construction of identity in the longed-for republic.
Premier Parizeau states: "[As for] our most important minority, the English community ...We could
talk endlessly about sign laws and school provisions.... The bottom line is the ability [of] the minor
ity culture to sustain its existence over a long period. Its ability of [sic] not being assimilated by the
majority culture."10

First, to describe a community as "minority" and to give it the label "our most important [ethnic]
minority" projects something other than blindness to ethnicity. For Aboriginal peoples, constructed
therein as a minority of "lesser importance," the allegiance with French Canadian nationalism is weak,
if present at all. The allegiance does not seem to matter because in the views of the Parti Quebecois, the
Aboriginal peoples are a minority whose status and rights yield to the majority French Quebecois.
Aboriginal leaders vigorously reject being cast as minorities,11

In 1978, the United Nations Commission on Human Rights began work on a "Declaration on the
Rights of Minorities." At that time, it was already pointed out that indigenous peoples should be con
sidered separately from minorities:

.. .it would seem appropriate to widen the scope of the declaration to include indigenous peoples as a sepa
rate category and pay attention to their specific needs and rights. Indigenous people do not necessarily con
stitute minorities and their situation is in many respects different from that of national, ethnic, religious and
linguistic minorities. 12
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Moreover, the Honourable Jules Deschenes, in his testimony before the Quebec National Assembly
Committee on Sovereignty, has cautioned against treating First Nations or Inuit as "minorities." He
encouraged the committee to recognize the difference between the legal and political situation of
indigenous peoples in Quebec and newcomers: " ... but not the aboriginal populations because, in a
sense, it is we who, for them, were the immigrants and it is we who have come to install ourselves in
their territories in that colonial period. Elsewhere, this is the opinion which is retained ...."13

Moreover, Mr. Justice Deschenes has indicated that Aboriginal peoples are accorded a treatment dis
tinctly separate from minorities both under the Canadian constitution and international law. 14

Sovereignist lawyers, like Professor Turp, express the same view as Mr. Justice Deschenes. Professor
Turp told the sovereignty committee: "And in my opinion, the fact that [Aboriginal peoples] constitute
peoples who are self-identified as peoples ... this would confer on them a right to self-determination at
the same level as Quebec." In regard to the right to secession, he added: "As to the right to secession,
Quebec cannot claim ... that Aboriginal peoples do not have the right to secession. The same rules
apply to Aboriginal peoples as to the Quebecois."15 If Aboriginal peoples are treated as minorities, they
are outnumbered (therefore, outvoted) and dominated. They are not now nor have they ever been
directly represented in the Quebec National Assembly. Indeed, there is not a single elected representa
tive of any First Nations or Inuit sitting in the National Assembly. How can it be presumed that there
can be an accession to sovereign status for Quebec without considering a priori the pivotal matter of
the status and rights of Aboriginal peoples?

The explosive political atmosphere encircling the debate over full sovereignty and aboriginal peo
ples was revealed when the National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations, Ovide Mercredi, appeared
in 1991 before the Quebec National Assembly's Committee to Examine Matters Relating to the
Accession of Quebec to Sovereignty.16 The National Chief, appearing with chiefs and elders from a
number of the First Nations in Quebec, told the committee that:

Many French Quebeckers appear to base their political dreams and aspirations in the right to self
determination. Indeed, it seems to be the foundation for the presumption of an independent State that can
be formed. I would like some clarification of the basis of Quebec's claim of full sovereignty. Is it self
determination? If so, it has interchangeably been said that Quebec, Quebecois, Quebeckers, Quebec men
and women or the people of Quebec have the right to self-determination. On more rare occasions, it has
also been declared that French-Canadians have the right to self-determination. It is worth noting that
Quebec jurists such as Professor ]acques Brossard insist that it is clearly the French-Canadian nation that
has the right to self-determination. It would appear that the French-Canadian nation, centred in Quebec,
may be the people with the right to self-determination. It is up to the French-Canadians to make their own
case. However, if such a right exists, it cannot be exercised in a manner that denies or infringes upon the
right to self-determination of the First Nations peoples. Further, as the jurists from Quebec and elsewhere
have suggested, it is uncertain under international law whether this right of the French-Canadian nation
can automatically include the right to unilaterally secede from the Canadian Federation. It certainly does
not include a right to trample upon the rights of the First Nations' peoples to self-determination,17

The response to this both by the Quebec media and some members of the committee was one of
outrage. It was as if the sovereignists were willfully blind to the principles articulated by the Abo
riginal peoples in support of their rights. They never replied to the details of these concerns; they
were just brushed aside. This is particularly frustrating given that, at many levels, the principles
which Aboriginal peoples advance for the basis of a continued political relationship with Canada
or even a sovereign Quebec are not too different than Quebec's position (self-determination, terri
tory, identity).
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Nevertheless, there seems to be a powerful drive toward castigating Aboriginal leaders for advocat
ing Aboriginal and treaty rights. For example, the National Chief was chastised after his appearance in
the National Assembly by a prominent jurist who accused him of "exaggerated, insulting and outra
geous words" and told him that the Aboriginal leadership "must behave like reasonable and responsi
ble human beings and not like warriors or criminals with a right of life and death over everybody
else."18 The rhetoric of the sovereignist in Quebec is bombastic and does not suggest dialogue or medi
ation with Aboriginal peoples. The political situation is almost outright hostile.

The federal government would have obligations in the secessionist context to recognize Aborigi
nal peoples' rights to self-determination. If there are to be negotiations with Quebec on secession, the
Aboriginal peoples cannot be simply dealt with like monetary issues and other items. Aboriginal
peoples cannot be handed from one sovereign (the federal Crown) to another (an independent
Quebec state) as if they were property. The federal responsibility for the Cree and Inuit is spelled out
in the implementing statute for the ]BNQA. The preamble of this act makes clear that the federal
fiduciary responsibility for the lames Bay Cree and Inuit continues: " ... Parliament and the Govern
ment of Canada recognize and affirm a special responsibility for the said Cree and Inuit."19 By includ
ing this specific recognition and declaring that both Parliament or the government of Canada would
be able to recognize a new republic when Cree or Inuit rights are disregarded by Quebec breaching
the agreement.

The persistence of this mind-set of viewing Aboriginal peoples as minorities or of an inferior status
to French or English newcomers is an important problem. There is a narrowness of vision here which
sees the arrival and spread of immigrants (whether they be French, English or otherwise) as the very
purpose of history, including Canadian history. It is this vision which selects immigrant political objec
tives as superior and more compelling than those of Aboriginal peoples. Aboriginal perspectives and
political aspirations are treated as secondary within the immigrant vision. Yet the immigrant vision has
been vigorously challenged. Even some in Quebec, like Professor Turp, have challenged it, although
these voices seem to fall on deaf ears. This aspect of his opinion has been largely ignored by sover
eignists who instead emphasize the right of the French in Quebec to self-determination.

We know that the Canadian constitution is premised on a privileged reading of history, or the immi
grant vision of (only) two founding nations, and that it has marginalized or excluded Aboriginal
visions. Aboriginal peoples, Quebeckers and other Canadians should strive to establish a more hon
ourable and collaborative process. This entails fundamental changes to existing political processes and
constitutional structures. Moreover, in the context of secession, it requires a full airing of opinions on
Aboriginal peoples' status and rights.

Democratic Claims and Legitimacy

At one point, I considered whether there was a natural alliance which could be struck between
Aboriginal peoples and the secessionists whereby Aboriginal self-determination could be respected as a
priority and a shared sovereignty arrangement might have been possible, whether a truly creative sov
ereign experiment (between Aboriginal governments and the Quebec government) was possible. This
opportunity is now long past, in my view. It would have required an immediate dialogue with
Aboriginal governments within a framework of respect for the equally if not more compelling right of
Aboriginal peoples to self-determination and their relations with their territories. This dialogue has
been scuttled by the "trust us, we'll give you a good deal later" attitude which is adopted in the Parti
Quebecois' draft bill.
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Should Quebeckers fail to deal with the First Nations and Inuit self-determination in a respectful
fashion and through an appropriate process, their movement is stripped of any legitimacy as a progres
sive, democratic self-determination movement. I would predict it will enjoy little domestic or colonial
international support. A deeply repressive and intolerant political agenda has been charted in Quebec.
As National Chief, Ovide Mercredi warns:

For the First Nations in Quebec and Canada, our languages, cultures and societies are endangered. This
attack on our identities, our culture, our traditions, our nationhood is a devastating result of oppressive
federal and provincial policies. We have been and continue to be subject to colonization. However, we will
not have our cultural and linguistic identities subject to French control or English control. Oppression,
whether it is inflicted by French or English, is oppression. Domination whether it is imposed in French or
English, is domination. In certain quarters, including Quebec, our inherent right to self-determination is
still being opposed. This is an appalling reflection of harmful, insensitive and assimilated policies. It thinly
conceals a stubborn unwillingness to relinquish assumed federal and provincial powers that are unjustifi
ably exerted over our peoples and territories. Our colonial situation is an international disgrace for Canada
and Quebec. Under international law, the right to self-determination is a right of peoples. As the Charter
of United Nations and the International Bill of Rights recognizes and I quote "all people have the right of
self-determination." By virtue of that right, they freely determine their political status and freely pursue
their economic, social and cultural development. Self-determination is not a right of a province, it is a right
of all peoples. All the people of Quebec, a people in the international legal sense, the population of Quebec
is made up of a wide range of racial and ethnic groups. It cannot be considered to be a single people within
the meaning of the right of self-determination. Otherwise, the people of Canada would also be a people
for the purposes of international law. To such interpretations, the essential purposes of self-determination
would be defeated.2o



The Parti Quebecois' platform suggests that the full sovereignty of the people of Quebec is essential
because "we must keep our appointment with destiny." For Aboriginal peoples in Quebec, the appoint
ment with destiny is apparently on a postponed date. Their destiny will be decided for them because,
as the Parti Quebecois has determined, they "have a special place in a sovereign Quebec since they
were the first inhabitants."

The secession platform is supposed to be "as democratic as possible; however, the absorption of
Aboriginal peoples in a majority vote and the vision of Aboriginal peoples occupying "a special place
in a sovereign Quebec" rather than their own place, or a place determined by them, is an obvious
double standard. What about the democratic rights of the Aboriginal peoples as peoples with a right
of self-determination? In using the rhetoric of liberation and self-determination, a very inward focused
movement has developed in Quebec which seems to have no place for the recognition of Aboriginal
peoples as other than a "minority" with a "special place" to be decided for them in a new republic.
For a movement built on liberation ideals, it is ironic that they would sustain a colonial relationship
with Aboriginal peoples, one contrary to self-determination or progressive attitudes to human rights.
Perhaps the Quebec secession debate is an illustration of how hijacked the liberationist aspect of self
determination has become to power politics and economic national self-interest. The decolonial char
acter of self-determination rhetoric has been lost in Quebec because it applies only to a privileged
group. Stripped to its core, the primary argument supporting the unilateral declaration of sovereignty
is neither self-determination of secession but "effective control." In other words, a unilateral decla
ration of independence may be illegal but if the new republic can enforce law, order and make its
presence in the territory felt, it can be effective enough to gain recognition. The Belanger-Campeau
Commission, studying the issue, supported this idea: " ... the success of [unilateral secession] would
reside in the ability of Quebec'S political institutions to implement and maintain exclusive public
authority over its territory...." More recently, a study by five international "experts" for the special
National Assembly Committee studying sovereignty conclude that the "effective control" test would
be relevant to a unilateral declaration of sovereignty, but acknowledged that Aboriginal peoples
could constitute a competing force exercising effective control and, in the end, the entity with better
control would be the successful party:

Certainly, if one or several Aboriginal peoples were to impose the effective existence of a State within a
determined territorial framework to the detriment of Canada (or of Quebec, if the latter acceded to
independence), this State could acquire a legal existence. But it would hold its existence from its effective
ness, strengthened, as the case may be, by the recognition from which it would benefit, but not from the
preexisting right [to secession] belonging to the people(s) concerned. The problem thus would pose itself, at
the level of principles, in the same terms as for Quebec itself ... but could be complicated, concretely, by
the difficulty of determining precisely the limits of Aboriginal territories.

The spectre of jockeying for effective control conjures up an ugly image of state recognition battles on
the ground. The fact that the international legal experts are evaluating the possibility of battling for
effective control means the debate has surely come unstuck. After all, how are 60,000 Aboriginal
people to control and defend their territories (without international assistance) against the proposed
Quebec republic (which grossly out-numbers them)?
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The Coyote's Turn

Much of the separatist platform restates colonial presumptions about sovereignty over Aboriginal peo
ples and Aboriginal territories. The position of the separatists is neo-colonial, not post-colonial. It
imagines continued dominance and control. Aboriginal peoples are not consenting partners in the
secessionist scenario: they are minorities, authority over whom is assumed by the province and pro
posed republic of Quebec, purportedly acting only in the best interest of First Nations and Inuit.

What is supremely ironic, given the appeals for self-determination and democracy by French
Quebeckers, is that political leverage is gained by restricting First Nations and Inuit to an inferior
status. In a sense, they have learned only too well the lessons of Canadian constitutional law and the
Indian Act. They are proposing to do something Canada has done for nearly one hundred and thirty
years: impose their vision on Aboriginal peoples. Oddly enough, that vision would only be possible
because of the peaceable hospitality and coexistence of Canadian governments with Aboriginal peoples
and their governments. At a time when Aboriginal peoples are disentangling from the colonial rela
tionships of the Indian Act, a secessionist involvement appeals to the same colonial tenets of the Indian
Act. There are now definitive legal norms, domestic or international, to govern neatly this kind of situ
ation, although the international legal doctrines are more amenable to eliminating the colonial position
of Aboriginal peoples. Canadian law does not provide for secession. Self-determination norms are
ambiguous, but Aboriginal peoples would have a competing, if not stronger, claim.

Aboriginal law, which no one appears to consider, is rooted in peaceful agreements -like the
numerous treaties with the Crown (in Right of Canada) now in force in the province of Quebec
premised on one mutuality and consent of treaty parties. Legal argument is important to prevent open
conflict. It can channel potentially violent disputes into peaceful discussion and resolution. There has
been no discussion of who resolves these conflicts because the Parti Quebecois refuses to acknowl
edge there is any conflict on the Aboriginal question. Some regime for the peaceful settlement of
disputes is essential to avoid the worst-case scenario, which the dissolution of other states, (e.g. Yugo
slavia) has raised.

If the legitimacy of a new Quebec republic is going to be founded on pure might and state power,
then it is a republic which deserves to be challenged and opposed from the outset. If disputes will be
solved internally by the new republic's courts, with law it makes up to suit its purposes, then we can
expect intense political conflict over Aboriginal peoples' sovereignty. The scenario envisaged by the
Parti Quebecois reminds me of the persistent line of questions Coyote asks in Thomas King's Green
Grass, Running Water:

"Wait, wait," says Coyote. "When's my turn?"
"Coyote doesn't get a turn," I says.
"In a democracy, everyone gets a turn," says Coyote.
"Nonsense," I says. "In a democracy, only people who can afford it get a turn."
"How about half a turn?" says Coyote.
"Sit down," I says. "We got to tell this story again."
"How about a quarter turn?" says Coyote.23
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